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(57) ABSTRACT 
Producing seamless tiled images from multiple displays 
includes measuriag a luminance profile of each of the 
displays, computing a desired luminance profile for each of 
the displays, and determining a spatial gradient profile of 
each of the displays based on the measured luminance 
protile and thc cornputcd dcsired luminancc protile. Thc 
determined spatial gradient profile is applied to a spatial 
filtcr to bc inserted into each of the displays to produce thc 
seamless tiled display image. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR AN 
OIYI'ICAL FUNCTION GENERATOR FOR 
SEAMLESS TILED DISPLAYS 
have a black reference level having very low stray light. This 
needed the use of CRT's, because CRT's have huge native 
contrast ratios and deep black, several times darker than 
other common display media such as LCD projectors, and 
DMD projectors. Whilc the dccp-dark display or CRT-only 
architecture might work Well for many applications, it fails 
to meet requirements found in the cinematic, the medical 
and other industries demanding high image quality and 
performance. In these high performance applications, the 
partiLvlarly pertains to tiled displays 10 contrast ratio requirementsoften exceed 100O:l. The cinema 
industry gencrally requircs 1500:1, and the medical industry 
generally requires displays for digital radiography having 
BACKGROUND contrast ratios in the range of about 20001 to 4OOO:l. With 
the contrast ratio of CKT's at that or a lesser range, any 
overlapping strategy as  used in the CRT-only architecture 
J5  fails. It divides the contrast ratio by the number of CRT's 
was for the industry' '''he 'INERAMA used. Thus, for a cinematic application requiring a contrast 
separate projectors, which were then combined to form a ratio to 750:1 in the region of overlap, Any regions 
single panoramic image. Disneyland continues to us6 a having lour C R ~ i s  overlapping will show a in 
similar multiple projector system, wherein a circle Of 20 brightness and thus a reduction in contrast ratio to a mere 
projectors, shine onto a screen that circles the wall Of a round 375:1. This is observable and gcncrally objcctionablc in thc 
room. industry. 
In thc vidco field, multiplc projector systcms have bccn Attempts have been made to hide such artifacts, one such 
proposed and used for a number of specialty applications. example being raising the regions of non-overlap to the 
US. Pat. No. 4,103,435 to Herndon and US. Pat. No. 25 same brightness levels as the regions of overlap. Such 
3,833,764 to Taylor suggcst using multiple projector sys- practiccs arc usually implcmented by adjusting thc input 
tems for Right simulators. In many of these systems, mul- video level to obliterate the visibility of the regions of 
tiple video screens are placed next to each other to form a overlap. However, this method reduces the contrast ratio 
large image display. A dificulty with many of the video over the entire display, even in areas where Onlf a single 
based multiple projeclor display systems is that the multiple 3o Projector Projects its image content. And in cases where 
images often do not appear as one single continuous image multiple CRT's or other imaging devices overlap their 
imagery, the contrast ratio over the entire display will be on the display screen. 
When multiple images are projected side-by-side on a compromixd accordingly' 
What is desired is a fall-oEin intensity of black and white 
single screen, there is normally a seam or overlapping region levels such that the superposed images produce a uniform 
bctwecn the images (for example in an MxN projector array, 35 luminance from centcr lo edges, including the ovcrlappcd 
'fie invention described herein was made in the perfor- 
m a n e  of work under NASA Contract Nm1-20219, and I 
subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ l  
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1458 (42 U.S.C. 2457). 
5 
This invention relates generally to the field of 
displays, and 
used to produce large, and/or high resolulion images. 
Multiple projection displays have been proposed and used 
for many years, In the 1950's, the dsC.NERAMA" system . 
system used three to project three images using three ratio 1500:1, any overlap of the CRT's will shrink the 
where and are generally expressed positive regions of the projected image, In practice, such an ideal 
values, though, in using of Overlap and portions Of dispiays, luminance profile is difticult to achieve, as the displays 
fractional generally exhibit a fall-&' in intensity from the center of 
arrays can be arranged lo have constant and identical overlap displayed image to its edges, T~ a uniform, center to 
O r  can be arranged to have varying degrees of overlap, 40 edge luminance profile requires clipping the display's native 
depending on one's optimization criteria, which can include intensity at display center and elsewhere to the Same value 
reliability, fault tolerance, cost and performance). The final as a t  the edges. unfortunately, this will in the loss of 
display image Will either appear as multiple images Placed the displays native brightness and will significantly reduce 
side-by-side with a gap between images or, if the images are the power to image brightness conversion efficiency of the 
made to overlap on a single screen, with a bright line or band 45 system. h o t h e r  method based on insensitivity of human 
there between. In the region of overlap the light from each vision to low spatial frequency changcs is to allow a fall-off 
Projector Will add to the output light of the other(s). This of the luminance profile near the edges of the tiled image. In 
applies to the black output level as well. Ideally, when theory, such profiles can be achieved electronically by 
displaying a black image, this region of overlap should be adjusting the video going into each display. 'The corrective 
generally uniformly black across the entire displayed image. 50 [unctions can be multiplied by the image content and will 
Instead one generally observes the black image to brighten result in a uniform output over much of the gray scales 10 be 
in the regions of overlap. When the images of two Projectors rendered. However, the closer the input image approaches 
overlap, the amount of light in the overlapped regions of the the black state, the more the actual deviates fmm the ideal 
imagcs is approximatc~y double the amount Of light using this m i s  is because the input video Cotn- 
observed on the screen in regions where only a single 5 5  manding a black state on the display does not achieve a true 
Projector image resides (in regions where four Projected black state in practice. This, as was explained above, is 
images overlap, the amount of light is approximately four because display technologies generally pass or emit light 
times that of the single projector image, and so on). Thus, thc even when displaying black, 
containing objectionable artifacts. The Same effects happen 60 system that does not produce any artifacts in the overlapping 
for white images, and for all images in between black and region, and is easier to incorporate into a commercial 
white. Generally, the black and the white images may be projector system, and yet provides a seamless tiled display 
conceptualized a s  the upper and lower reference levels for image over a wider viewing angle thal [ha prior arl ,  
constructing any image whose content spans these two 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The prior art (for example, in the Panoram tiled display) Thcsc and other embodiments, aspccts, advantages, and 
resolved overlap issucs by requiring the display dcvicc to features of the prcscnt invcntion will bc sct forth in part in 
may be assignd. MxN projector 
observer of screen generally see the Output image Therefore there is a need for a scamless tiled projection 
extremes. 65 
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the description which follows, and i n  part will become ing From the spirit and scope of the present invention. The 
apparent to those skilled i n  the art by reference to the following detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken 
following description of the invention and referenced draw- in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present invention is 
ings or by practice of the invention.The aspects, advantages, defined by the appended claims and their equivalents. In the 
and features of the invention are realized and attained by 5 drawings, like numerals describe substantially similar com- 
means of the instrumentalities, procedures, and combina- ponents throughout the several views. Like numerals having 
lions particularly pointcd out in the appcndcd claims and dilfcrcnt lctter sutfixcs rcprcscni ditfcrcnt inslances of sub- 
thcir equivalents. stantially similar components. 
According to one aspect of the present invention, a 
method of producing a seamless tiled display image from 
multiple overlapping discrete images produced by multiple 
displays includcs measuring a luminance profile of each of' 
thc displays used in producing a scamless display imagc. 
The method then computes a dcsircd luminancc profile for 
each of the displays producing the seamless tiled display 
image. It determines a spatial gradient profile of each of the 
displays bawd on the measured luminance profile and the 
computed desired luminance profie of each of the displays. 
Then the rnetliod applies the determined spatial gradient 
profile to a spatial filter to be applied to each of the displays, 
and disposes the spatial filter with the spatial gradient profile 
anywhere in an image formation path of each of the displays 
to produce a seamless tiled display image from the overlap- 
ping discrete images produced by the displays. 
Other aspects of the invention will be apparent on reading 
the following detailed description of the invention and 
viewing the drawings that form a part thereof. 
In this document the term spatial profile refers to a 
I C i  function having a transmissivity which varies as a function 
of (x, y) position across a plane of a filter. The term spatial 
filter rcfcrs to a ncutral dcnsity or monochromc filtcr having 
a transmissivity which varics as  a fimction of (x, y) position 
across the plane of a filter. Iso-luminance imagcs refers to 
15 images having a constant luminance as a function or (x,y) 
position. Luminance refers to amount of light energy mea- 
sured on a surfuce of a display screen. 
This document describes, among other things, an optical 
spalial gradient filter that is easier to incorporate into a 
commercial projector system, and yet provides a scamless 
tiled display image civer a wider viewing angle than that oC 
the prior art. 
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram, illustrating generally, by 
way of example, but not by way of limitation, one emhodi- 
mcnt 100 of one-by-two array of projectors 110 a n d  120 
projecting images on to a display Screen 140. Projectors 110 
and 120 are arranged in a one-by-two array to project images 
20 
25  
on to the display screen 140, such that the images overlap in 
a region 130 (where the o u t ~ u t s  of the two uroiectors BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  TIIC DRAWINGS 
5 u  - 
FIG, 1 is a schematic diagram showing a one h y  two array SuPeVose) on ;he display s c k n  140. In the ;e&n of 
overlap 130 the light from projector 110 adds to the light 
I;1G. illustrates a desired ideal black image slate of from projcctor 120. Generally in this region of overlap 130 in a one-by-two array of projectors 110 and 120, thc amount 
of light will be double the amount of light observed elsc- 
FIG. 3 illustrates a representative black image resulting 35 where on the display screen 140, an  observer of the 
FIG. 4 illustrates white and black stales of two projectors the display x r e n  140. Projectors 110 and 120 can he front 
or rear projectors, The &play Screen 140 can be or rear 
FIG. 5 illustra~es desired idealized luminance profile 4o screen type. In general, one skilled in the art can extrapolate 
the overlapping shown in FIG. 1 to an arbitrary number of 
pic;, 6 illustrates a rojl-oa of the luminance projectors along either axis. Further, the axes can be 
arranged in a variety of ways such as  horizontally, vertically, 
ort ti ogo n a 1 I y d ia g o  n a 1, he x a g o  n a I 1  y, q 11 a d co lor 
of images and their region of overlap. 
over lapping images. 
from by two array Or images in  Ihe prior art. display xreen will generally an objectionable adifact on 
When filed together KCordiIlg to Co[lVelltionil~ !echniqUeS. 
when two images overlap. 
near the edges of two tiled images 
according to the invention. 
the present invention in a projector. 
overlap in a tiled 2x2 array of a tiled display. 
between a projection lens and a display screen. 
having spatial gradient profiles. 
HG. 7 is a schematic illustrating an example location of 45 
FIG. 8 illustrates an occurrence of a center region of 
FIG. Y illustrates a convolution of a spatial filter disposed 
FIG, 10 illustrates transmission profile of spatial filters 
FIG. 11 shows optical filters having spatial gradient 
FIG. 12 is a flow diagram of the present invention. 
50 
profiles used in a 2x2 array of projcctors. 55 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
arrangement, non-orthogonally, non-uniformly, and adap- 
lively overlapping. 
One can construct an MxN array of projectors, where M 
and N are generally expressed as  positive integer values, 
though, in using of overlap and portions of displays, frac- 
tional values may be assigned. Also the MxN array of 
projectors can be arranged to have constant and identical 
overlapping images or can be arranged to have varying 
degrees of overlapping images, depending on criteria such 
as reliability, fault tolerance, cost and performance. 
FIG. 2 illustrates generally, by way of example, a desired 
ideal black image state in an overlapping tiled display image 
200. The displayed array of black image [normed by a 
two-by-two array of projects 200 does not have any artifacts . . .  
In the following detailed description, reference is made to in the overlapping regions. 
the accompanying drawings, which form a part hereof, and 60 FIG. 3 illustrates a representative black image including 
in which is shown by way of illustration specific embodi- objectionable artifacts displayed by two-by-two array of 
ments in which the invention may be practiced. These pro,jectors 300. FIG. 3 shows what one generally observes 
embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable when using an array of conventional displays. The black 
those skilled in the art to practice the invention, and it is lo image state brightens in the regions of overlap. In regions 
be understood that the embodiments may be combined, or 6s where two images overlap, the amount of light is two times 
that other embodiments may be utilized and that structural, the light elsewhere in the displayed image. In regions wherc 
logical and electrical changes may be made without dcpait- four images overlap, the amount of lighl in the overlapping 
US 6,727,864 B1 
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region is four times the light outside the overlapping region. disposed anywhere in an image formation path of each of the 
Thus, the observer of the screen generally sees objectionable displays. In one embodiment the spatial filters 750 and 760 
artilacts on the display screen. are disposed between imaging devices 730 and 740 of the 
FIG. 4 illustrates in a graph 400 the black and white states displays 710 and 720, respectively, and the display screen 
of two conventional projectors 110 and 120 when tiled 5 140. The spatial filters 750 and 760 can be optical filters 
together. The black image date, brightens in the regions of made of a transmissive medium. The transmissive medium 
overlap, and in the region where two images overlap, the can be a neutral density or monochrome filter, which acts 
amount of light is two times the light elsewhere in the uniformly regardless of hue Of the light. The transmissive 
displayed image 420. Generally the same effects happen for medium can also be a monochrome filter tumd for a specific 
a white image 410, and for all values in beween black and l o  color in the light. The transmissive medium can be an optical 
white, Black and white images can be canceptualized as the film. In one embodiment the spatial filters 750 and 760 
the imaging devices 730 and 740. The spatial filters 750 and 
760 can also include holographic films for bending the light whose content spans these two extremes. Further, in recog- nition Of the fact that if we the issues for One toward otlier spatial regions without a loss of a total light 
upper and lower reference levels for constructing any image modulate light to prevent a light coming into each Of 
reference level, black for example, then we resolve the 15 intensity in the projectors, when using a transmissive 
FIG. 5 is a graph 500 of a desired idealized luminance profile to benefit aligning the light with 
5 also shows an ideal output of white and black levels 510 the luminance profile of each display 
and 520 from projectors 110 and 120. The fall-off in inten- 20 is by obtaining an electronic image using 
problem for the white and for Other imagery in between. 
when two imagesoverlap in an o v e r b p i n g  region 530. FIG. 
medium such as plastic, the polarization characteristics of 
respect to a polarization direction of the displays. 
the plastic can be 
In 
sity for white and levels is such that the an electronic camera, normalizing the electronic camera 
perfoman=, and removing the electronic camera distortion, add to quai flat lines 540 and 550 spanoing 
the region of overlap 530, to achieve the desired uniformity 
across the two tiled partially overlapping images. 
luminance profile that rolls off near the edges 610 and 620 
of the two tiled overlapping images. Adjusting the profiles 
luminance profiles 510 and 520 shown in FIG. 
The distortion can be a spatial distortion and,or a color 
distortion. The measured luminance profile can also be 
of a 
lo screen 
FIG. 6 illustrates graphically at 600 one embodiment of a 25 based on a projection distance, a digital image 
of iso-luminance images, an 
distance, and/or a curvature, 
620 and 620 shown in FIG. 6 to have the ideal combined In another embodiment, the computed desired luminance 
of each of the displays, In a further 
based on selecting a reference luminance (L,) from each of 
the displays for a center region of the seamless tiled display 
5 requires profile is based on a minimum peak luminance the display's native intensity a t  centers 630 30 occurring near the 
and 640, which generally results in loss of the displays 
[em. Allowing the roll-off of the tiled images near the edges 
610 and 624 and superposing the two tiled images to add UP 3s side the center 
to flat lines 650 and 660 in the region of overlap 670 enables 
the system to utilize the peak brightness capability of each 
tiled display and thus resulting in a brighter image, to 
achieve a higher power to image brightness conversion 
efficiency ol the display system, and to eliminate undesirable 40 
artifacts in the overlapping region 670. 
embdimcnt  the computed desired luminance is 
image, and computing a lall-off luminance fur out- 
for each of the displays, In  a still 
fr,rther embodiment, the center region can be a 
of display centers of each of the displays, 
FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of an arrangement 800 
of thc luminance fall-off from thc ccnter region 810 to cdgcs 
of a tiled display. FIG. 8 also shows a center region 810 of 
overlap for a 2x2 array of tiled displays, In computing the 
desired luminance profile, a minimum luminance Lc is 
native brightness, and can 
image brightness conversion efficiency Of the 
reduce the power 
sYs- 
FIG. 7 is a schematic illustrating one embodiment 
the present invention in a 
produce a image in 
6. The system the 140, 
for be a projection screen' 
system 700 to for the center region 810, which usually occurs on 
the edges 820,830, 825 and 835 of overlapping regions, and 
which can, 45 a fall-off profile is  &oseo for outside the center region 810, 
system 700 The fall-off profile outside the tile center region can be 
further includes multiple displays 710 and 720 for display- 
ing multiple discrete images separately onto the display 
screen 140 such that the multiple discrete images partially 
The displays 710 and 720 can be projectors. The display 
system also includes spatial filters 750 and 760 disposed in 
each of the multiple displays to produce the seamless liled where, Ax (Ay) is a horizontal (vertical) distance to the left 
display image illustrated in FIG. 6. The spatial filters 750 and right edges 870 and 880 (upper and lower edges 842 and 
and 760 in each of the multiple displays 710 and 720 55 844) of the center region 810 (shaded area referred to in the 
modulate light to produce the seamless tiled display image figure) for left (right) fall off, 0, (D,) is a horizontal 
on to the display screen 140. The spatial filters 750 and 760 (vertical) dimension of each tiled image, and LX+% (LYa,<J 
modulate the light based on a determined spatial gradient is the desired minimum luminance of the fall-off horizon- 
profile for each of the multiple displays 710 and 720. The rally (vertically). In the center region 810, both Ax and Ay 
spatial gradient profile for each of the spatial filters 750 and 60 are zero, resulting a desired uniform luminance L,. In region 
760 is determined based on a measured luminance profile 840 (#SO), Ay (Ax) is zero; only one square bracketed term 
and a computed desired luminance profile for each of the of the formula is applied. In region 860, both square brackets 
displays, and may differ for each of the displays in a matrix. are applied because neither Ax or by is zero. The minimum 
Then the determined spatial gradient profiles are applied to luminance L,,,,, and is selected such that there is no 
the spatial filters 750 and 760, respectively to modulate the 65 luminance saturation anywhere in the region. 
light to produce the seamless tiled display image on to the Described above is just one sinusoidal example of the 
display screen 140. The spatial filters 750 and 760 can be function that can be used to compute the fall-off profile of a 
cornpuled using a function based on the 
Ax overlap with each other forming an overlapping region 130. 50 Ux. y )  = &[Lmn t (1 - I , , ) c o s ( ~  
US 6,727,864 B1 
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projector. Other mathematical profiles, such as gaussian or 
polynomial functions, can also bc uscd. 
puted as: 
Spatial gradicnt profilc (x,y)=Dcsircd luminancc profilc 
(x,y) [Operator] Measured luminance profile (x,y). The 
Operator can be a Division when the spatial filters 750 and 
760 are disposed in close proximity to the imaging devices 
730 and 740. In one embodiment, the spatial filters 750 and 
760 shown in FIG. 7 is disposed next to the imaging devices 
margin provides a necessary correction i n  the desired lumi- 
nance profile due to any alignment errors that can occur 
In one embodiment, the Spatial gradient profih iS Corn- during a spatial filter insertion process, 'rhis predetermined - .  
tolerance margin always ensures more luminance than the 
determined luminance to correct for spatial filter insertion 
errors. The deviation from a desired luminance profile is 
eliminated by electronic calibration to obtain the desired 
luminance profile. The dcviation from thc dcsircd luminancc 
profile can be eliminated by adjusting tlie input video signal 
appliad to a c h  of the projectors. 
FIG, 10 is a schematic illustrating one example 1000 of 
730 and 740, rcspectivcly.Thc Operator can altc<n&vcly be 
a convolution or an inverse convolution when the spatial 
filters 750 and 760 are disposed suhstantially away from the 
imaging devices 730 and 740. In case, the spatial 'Iters transmission profiles of the spatial fillers 750 and 760, and including the gradient profiles betxveen the irnagillg 750 and 760 are disposed outside the displays 710 and 720. The imaging device output can be modified by a LCD J.S devices and a projection screen. The fall-off profiles of the 
pro,ector oT a I)MD pro,ector, -Yhe imaging device can be a spatial gradient profiles of the= spatial filters 750 and 760 
projection lens, located in the projectors. were computed by using the previously described sinusoidal 
FIG. 9 is a schematic illustrating generally, one embodi- functions. 
men1 of spatial filler 910 disposed outside the projector- form of spatial filters 1100 having 
that is, hetween a projection lens 990 and a display screen 211 spatial profiles, used in  a two-by-two array of 
140). Curve 980 shows the resulting light distribution. The projeclOrs lo produce a seamlass tiled display image on a 
spatid filter 910 uses an aperture stop. The transmission 0 1  
a gray region is the of the aperture stop and the  projection screen In this amhocliment, thc spatial fillers 
exaniple, assume the projector 900 is ctlmn~anded to provide li plastic films. 
a white image across the display screen 140 from points 950 FlG. 12 is a flow diagram illustrating ge1lerally one 
io 970 and bcyond. Point 950 is i'ormcd hy rays 920, 925, embodiment of a method 1200 of producing ii seamless tilcil 
and all the rays in between But these are blocked by the display image Irom multiple overlapping discrete images. 
aperture stop (which can be implemented as a spatial gra- Method 1200 includes measuring a luminance profile for 
dient and nced not be opaque). Thus the image at 950 is 3o each of the multiple displays used in producing the seamless 
black. Similarly, point 960 is formed by rays 930, 935 and tiled display image 1210. I n  one embodiment, measuring the 
all the rays in between. Ray 930 is blocked by the aperture luminance profile further inctudes using an electronic cam- 
stop and so contributes no light to 960. Ray 935 is not era to obtain an electronic image pattern for each of the 
blocked. Thus, for rays between 930 and 935, point 960 is multiple displays, and normalizing the electronic camera 
some shade of gray; its brightness is a function of the 3s performance for each of the displays, and then removing the 
number of rays passed by the aperture stop and superposecl electronic camera inherent distortion for each of the displays 
a t  point 960. Point 970 oii the display screen 140 is formed to measure the luminance profile of each of the displays. 
by  rays 940, 945 and all the rays in hetween, which are not Distortion can be a spatial distortion or color (luminancc) 
blocked by the aperture slop. Therefore point 970 is the distortion. In a furthcr embodimcnt, luminancc profilc is 
brightest of the points examined here. FIG. 9 shows one ~~ mcasurcd and calibrated based on using any one or more of 
form of the resultant pattern 980 from light to dark as a the parameters such as a projection distance, a digital image 
function of the display-screen position from points 950 tn pattern of a set of iso-luminance images, an electronic 
970. Therefore, the summation of energy on the display camera to screen distance, a curvature of display screen, a 
screen 140 is a function of the position of the aperture Slop distortion induced by the electronic camera including 
relative to the projection lens 990 (the summation of energy 45 vignetting, and a distortion induced by the display screen. 
can also be a function of projection lens 990, focal length, Measuring luminance profile can also include calibrating the 
diameter, and of the object image size) as the rays converge electronic camera to have a linear response io color or 
on thc display screen 140. Thcsc dcpcndencies may bc luminance for each of the displays. 
exprcssed in the form of a standard convolution intcgral or The next step 1220 in the process 1200 is to compute a 
in the form of a numerical analysis expression, summing . desired luminance profile of each of the displays producing 
energies over areas and shapes of light blocked Versus light '' tile sealniess tiled display image, in  one embodiment, the 
passed. While this example illustrates a ZD framework, one desired luminance profile is comp,ited using a minilnum 
sklled in the art can easily envision how it can be extended peak luminance near an edge of each of t h e  
to real-world 3D implementations. displays as the desired luminance profile across a whole 
The spatial filters 750 and 760 shown in FIG. 7 can be region of each of  the multiple displays. I n  another 
incorporated into a light integrator in  each of the projectors. '' embodiment, the luminance profile is computed by selecting 
'The spatial filters 750 and 760 can also be incorporated into a reference luminance from each of the displays for a center 
light pipes of each of the projectors, or into X-cubes for each region of the seamless tiled display image. and computing a 
of the projectors. Spatial fillers 750 and 760 can also be fall-off profile for outside the center region for each of the 
incorporated into light Sources of each of the Projectors. 6o multiple displays using a mathematical function. The center 
region can be based on a summation of a display center of 
each of the displays. The mathematical function to compute 
the fall-off profile outside the center region can be based on 
hnctions such as a sinusoidal function, a gaussian function, 
Thc next step 1230 in the process 1200 is determining the 
spatial gradient profile of each of the multiple displays. In 
FIG, 11 illustrates 
ligh, distribution from convea,ional lens y9u, For WerI: ~ a d c  h y  applyiI1g spatial gradielll profiles 10 c h i  
In one embodiment, the spatial gradient profile is corn- 
Overflow spatial gradient profile (.qy)=Determincd gpalial gradient 
where the determined gradient profile is computed using a 
mathematical function, and the predetermined tolerance 
puted using the relation: 
profile (x,y) [Times J A predelermincd tolerance margin. 65 a polynomial function, or a piecewise approximations. 
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one embodiment, the spatial gradient profile is determined 
using the formula 
Spatial gradient profile (x,y)-Desired luminance profile ( q y )  [Op- 
erator] Measured luminance profile (x,y). 
The Operator is  a division, when the spatial filter is 
disposed in close proximity to an imaging device of a 
projector. In this embodiment the spatial filter is disposed 
next to the imaging device. m e  Operator is a convolution or 
an inverse convolution, when the spatial filter is disposed 
substantially away from [he imaging device of the projector. 
In this embodiment, [he spatial filler is disposed outside the 
projector. Also in this embodiment, the output of the imag- 
ing device can be modulated by a projection lens. Imaging 
device can be a projection lens. In a further embodiment, the 
spatial gradient profile is computed by computing an over- 
flow spatial gradient profile, and correcting for the overflow 
spatial gradient profile by an electronics calibration to obtain 
a desired spat ia l  gradient profile. In an example 
embodiment, the overflow spatial gradient profile is deter- 
mined using 
Overflow Spatial Gradient Profile (x,y)=Determined Spatial Ciradi- 
ent Profile (&y) [Times] a Predetermined Tolerance Margin. 
In a further embodiment the predetermined tolerance 
margin includes allowing a tolerance margin to provide 
more luminance than desired to correct for any alignment 
errors that might have occurred during a spatial filter inser- 
tion process. In this embodiment, the electronics calibration 
further includes adjusting an input video applied to the 
projector of each of the displays to obtain the desired spatial 
gradient profile. 
The next step 1240 in the process 1200 is applying the 
desired spatial gradient profile to a spafial f i k r  lo be inserled 
into each of the multiple displays, to modulate a light to 
produce a seamless tiled display image from the multiple 
displays. 
The next step 1250 in the p r o c e s  1200 includes disposing 
the spatial filter anywhere in an image formation path of 
each of the multiple displays to produce the seamless tiled 
display image from the multiple displays. Image formation 
path can be between a light source of a display and a display 
screen. Disposing the spatial filter can include incorporating 
the spatial filter into a light pipe of each of the multiple 
displays to produce the seamless tiled display image. Dis- 
posing thc spatial filter can also include incorporating the 
spatial filler into light integrators, X-cubes or light sources 
of projectors. Disposing the spatial filter can also include 
incorporating the spatial filter into a holographic film for 
bending the light toward other spatial regions without a loss 
of a total light intensity in each of the projectors. Spatial 
filter can be an optical filter. Optical filter can be a traus- 
missive medium. In one embodiment the transmissive 
medium can be overlaid with a neutral density or mono- 
chrome filter or a monochrome filter tuned for a specific 
color in a light. 
Conclusion 
The above described system provides, among other 
things, a seamless tiled projection system that allows dis- 
plays having a non-zero luminance black state to be tiled 
together to efficiently achieve a uniform black field, white 
field, and imagery in between. 
The above description is intended to be illustrative, and 
not rcstrictive. Many other cmbodimcnts will be apparcnt to 
those of skill in the art upon reviewing thc above descrip- 
10 
tion. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be deter- 
mined with reference to the appended claims, along with the 
full scope of equivalents to which such claims are entitled. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of producing a seamless tiled display image 
from multiple overlapping discrete images displayed by 
multiple displays, comprising: 
measuring a luminance profile of each of the multiple 
displays used in producing the seamless tiled display 
computing a desired luminance profile of each of the 
multiple displays producing the seamless tiled display 
image, wherein the desired luminance profile includes 
a fall-off luminance profile computed using a math- 
cmatical function for outside a ccntcr region OE the 
seamless tiled display image for each display; and 
determining a spatial gradient profile of each of the 
multiple displays based on the measured luminance 
profile and the computed desired luminance profile of 
each of the multiple dispfays, respectively, to modulate 
a light to produce a seamless tiled display image from 
the multiple displays. 
2. The method of claim 1, further includes applying the 
determined spatial gradient profile to a spatial filter to he 
25 applied to each of the multiple displays, respectively, to 
produce a seamless tiled display image from the multiple 
displays. 
3. The method of claim 2, further includes disposing the 
3o spatial filter including the determined spatial gradient profile 
in an image formation path of each of the multiple displays. 
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the image formation 
path is between light sourccs of the displays and a display 
screen. 
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the displays arc 
projectors. 
6. The method of claim 4, wherein measuring the lumi- 
nance profile further comprises: 
using an electronic camera to obtain an electronic image 
pattern for each of the multiple displays; 
normalizing the electronic camera performance for each 
of the multiple displays; and 
removing the electronic camera inherent distortion for 
each of the multiple displays to measure the luminance 
profile of each of the multiple displays. 
7. The method of claim 6 ,  wherein the distortion is a 
spatial distortion. 
8.  The method of claim 6, wherein thc distortion is a color 
distortion. 
9. ‘The method of claim 6, wherein measuring the lumi- 
nance profile of each of the multiple displays comprises 
measuring the luminance profile of each of the mulliple 
displays bawd on parameters selected from the group con- 
sisting of projection distance, digital image pattern of a set 
55 of iso-luminance images, electronic camera to screen 
distance, curvature of display screen, distortion induced by 
the electronic camera, and distortion induced by the display 
screen. 
10. The method of claim 6, further includes calihrating the 
60 electronic camera to have a linear response to color for each 
of the muliiple displays. 
11. The method of claim 6, further includes calibrating the 
electronic camera to have a linear response to a luminance 
for each of the multiple displays. 
12. The method of claim 6, wherein computing the desired 
luminancc profile comprises using a minimum peak lumi- 
nance occurring near an cdgc of each of the multiple 
s 
10 image; 
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displays as the luminance across the whole region of each of 
the multiple displays for the desired luminance profile. 
13. The method of claim 6 ,  wherein determining the 
spatial gradient profile is determined from 
5 
Spatial Gradienl Profile (~,~ ' )=L)esired luminance profile (x,i ) [Oil 
cralorl hlcasurcd Lirrninancc Profile (x,yi. 
14. 'lhe method of claim 13, wherein the Operator is a 
division when the spatial filter is  disposed in close proximity 
15. 'The method of claim 14, wherein the spatial filter is 
disposed next to the imaging device. 
16. The method of claim 14, wherein the Operator is a 
convolution when the spatial filter is disposed substantially 
17. The method of claim 16, wherein the spatial filter is 
disposed oubide the projector. 
18. The method of claim 14, wherein an output of the 
imaging device is modulated using a projection Lens 
19. The method of claim 6 ,  wherein disposing the spatial 
filter comprises incorporating the spatial filter into light 
intcgrators of the projectors. 
20. The method of claim 6, wherein disposing the spatial 
filter comprises incorporating the spatial filter into a light 
21. The mcthod of claim 6, whcrcin disposing thc spatial 
tiltcr comprises incorporating the spatial liltcr into an 
X-cubc of cach of the projectors. 
22. The method of claim 6 ,  wherein disposing the spatial 
filter comprises incorporating the spatial filter into a light 30 
source of each of the projectors. 
23. The method of  claim 6 ,  wherein the spatial filter is an 
optical filter. 
24. The method of claim 23, wherein the optical filter is 
a t ransin issive ined ium. 
25. The method of claim 24, wherein the transmissive 
medium is a neutral density filter which acts uniformly 
regardless of hue of the light. 
26. The method of claim 6, wherein the spatial filter is 
incorporated onto a light valve of each of the projectors. 
27. A method of producing a seamless tiled display image 
from multiple overlapping discretc images displayed b y  
multiple displays, comprising: 
using an electronic camera to obtain an electronic imagc 
normalizing the electronic camera perlormance fur each 
rernoving the electronic camera inherent distortion for 
to an imaging device of a projector. 10 
away from the imaging device of the projector. 1s 
pipe of each of the projectors. 2 5  
35 
40 
pattern for each of the multiple displays; 45 
of the multiple displays; 
each of the multiple displays to measure the luminance jo 
profile of each of the multiple displays; 
computing a desired luminance profile by selecting a 
reference luminance (L,) from each of the multiple 
displays for a center region of the seamless tiled display 
image, and computing a fall-off luminance profile for 5 5  
outside the center region for each of the multiple 
displays using a mathematical function; 
determining a spatial gradient profile of each of the 
multiple displays based on the measured luminance 
profile and the computed desired luminance profile of 60 
each oE the multiple displays, respectively, to modulate 
a light to produce a seamless tiled display image from 
the multiple displays; 
applying the desired spatial gradient profile to a spatial 
filter to be applied to each of the multiple displays, 62 
rcspcctively, to produce a scamlcss tiled display imagc 
from the multiple displays; and 
12 
disposing the spatial filter including the determined spa- 
tial gradient profile in an image formation path of cach 
of the multiple displays to produce the ,scamless tiled 
display image from the multiple displays. 
28. The method of claim 27, where the ccntcr region 
comprises a suinmation of light energy at a display center of 
each of the multiple displays. 
29. The method of claim 27, wherein the mathematical 
function is based on selecting from the group consisting of 
sinusoidal function, gaussian function, polynomial function, 
and piecewise approximations. 
30. The method of claim 27, wherein the fall-off profile 
outside the center region is determined from 
wherc Ax is a horizontal distance to a left or right edge of the 
center region for left fall off, 11, is a horizontal dimension of 
cach tiled image, and L,,,,,,,, is a desired minimum luminance 
of a fall-off horizontally, and where A y  is a vcrtical distance 
Io a right or left edge of the center region for right fall OR, 
D,. is a vertical dimension o l  each of the tiled image, and 
L,,,,,,,, is a dcsired minimum luminance of a fall-off vcrti- 
cally. 
3 L .  A method of  producing a scamlcss tilcd display iinagc 
from multiple overlapping discrete images displayed by 
multiple displays, comprising: 
using an electronic camera to obtain an electronic image 
pattern for each of the multiple displays; 
normalizing the electronic camera performance I'or each 
of the multiple displays; 
removing the electronic camera inherent distortion for 
each of the multiple displays to measure the luminance 
profile of each of the multiple displays; 
computing a desired luminance profile of each of the 
multiple displays producing the seamless tiled display 
image; 
determining a spatial gradient profile of each of the 
multiple displays based on the measured luminance 
profile and the computed desired luminance profile of 
each of the multiple displays, respectively, to modulate 
a light to produce a seamless tiled display image from 
thc multiple displays, wherein the spatial gradient 
profile is determined using the equation 
Spnlial Gradicnl Profile (x,y)=Desired luminance profile (x,p) lop-  
erator] Measured Luminance Profile 
computing an overflow spatial gradient profile based on 
Chertlow Spalial Gradient Profile (x,y)=Delcrmined Spatial Gradi- 
cnt Profilc (x,y) [limes] R Predetcrmincd Tolernnce Margin; 
correcting the overflow spatial gradient profile by an 
electronics calibration to obtain a desired spatial gra- 
dient profile; 
applying the desired spatial gradient profile to a spatial 
filter to be applied to each of the multiple displays, 
respectively, to produce a seamless tiled display image 
from the multiple displays; and 
disposing the spatial filter including the rleterrriined spa- 
tial gradient profile in an image formation path of each 
of the multiple displays to produce the =amless tiled 
display image from the multiple displays. 
32. The method of claim 31, furtber including applying 
the desired spatial gradient profile to a spatial filter to be 
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inserted into each of the multiple displays, to produce a 
seamless tiled display image from the multiple displays. 
33, The method of claim 31, wherein determining the 
predetermined tolerance margin comprises allowing a tol- 
erance margin to provide more luminance than desired to 5 
correct for alignment errors that can be incurred during a 
spatial filter inscrtion process. 
34. The method of claim 31, whercin thc electronics 
calibration comprises adjusting an input video applied to the 
projcctor of each of the multiple displays to obtain the IO 
desired spatial gradient profile. 
35. A method of producing a seamless tiled display image 
from multiple overlapping discrete images displayed by 
multiple displays, comprising 
using an electronic camera to obtain an electronic image 
pattern for each of the multiple displays; 
normalizing the electronic camera performance for each 
of the multiple displays; removing the electronic cam- 
era inherent distortion for each of the multiple displays 
to measure the luminance profile of each oC the multiple '' 
displays; 
computing a desired luminance profile of each of the 
multiple displays producing the seamless tiled display 
image; 
detcrmining a spatial gradient profilc of each of thc 
multiple displays based on the measured luminance 
profile and the computed desired luminance profile of 
each of the multiple displays, respectively, to modulate 
a light 10 produce a seamless tiled display image from 30 
lhe multiple displays; 
applying the determined spatial gradient profile to a 
spatial filter to he applied to each of the multiple 
displays, respectively, to produce a seamless tiled dis- 
disposing the spatial filter including the determined spa- 
tial gradient profile in an image formation path of each 
of the multiple displays to produce the seamless tiled 
display image from thc multiple displays, whercin 
disposing the spatial filter comprises incorporating the 40 
spatial filter into a holographic film for bending the 
light toward other spatial rcgions without a loss of a 
total light intensity in each of the projectors. 
36. A method of producing a seamless tiled display image 
Crom multiple overlapping discrete images displayed by 45 
multiple displays, comprising: 
using an electronic camera to obtain an electronic image 
pattern for each of the multiple displays; 
normalizing the electronic camera performance for each 
of the multiple displays; 
removing thc clectronic camera inherent distortion for 
each of thc multiple displays to measurc the luminance 
profilc of cach of the multiple displays; 
computing a desired luminance profile of each of the 5 5  
multiple displays producing (he seamless Liled display 
image; 
determining a spatial gradient profde of each of the 
multiple displays based on the measured luminance 
profile and the computed desired luminance profile of 60 
each of :he multiple displays, respectively, to modulate 
a light to produce a seamless tiled display image from 
the multiple displays; 
applying the determined spatial gradient profile to a 
spatial filter to be applied to each of the multiple 65 
displays, respectively, to produce a seamless tiled dis- 
play image from the multiple displays, wherein the 
25 
play image from the multiple displays; and 35 
50 
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spatial filter is a transmissive medium, wherein the 
transmissive mcdium is a monochromc filtcr tuncd for 
a specific color in the light; and 
disposing the spatial filter including the determined spa- 
tial gradient profile in an iniage formation path of cach 
of the multiple displays to produce the seamless tiled 
display image from the multiple displays. 
37. A display system for producing a seamless tiled 
multiple displays for displaying each of the multiple 
discrete images separately onto the display screen, the 
multiple displays displaying the multiple discrete 
images such that at least one of the multiple discrete 
images partially overlaps with another of the at least 
one multiple discrete images; and 
a spatial filtcr, disposed in each of the multiplc displays, 
to produce the seamless tiled display image from the 
multiple overlapping discrete images, wherein the spa- 
tial filter modulates a light based on a determined 
spatial gradient profile of each of the multiple displays, 
wherein the determined spatial gradient profile is based 
on a measured luminance profile of each of the multiple 
displays and a computed desired luminance profile for 
each of the multiple displays, respectively, wherein the 
desired color profile includes a Call-oB luminance 
profile, computed using a mathematical function, for 
outside a center region of the seamless tiled display 
image for each display. 
38. ?hc display systcm of claim 37, whcrcin thc display 
system rcccivcs multiple discrctc video signals that is used 
to generate the multiple discrete images. 
39. The display system of claim 37, wherein the spatial 
filter is disposed in an image formation path of each of the 
multiple displays. 
40. The display syslem of claim 37, further includes a 
display screen. 
41. The display system of claim 40, wherein the display 
screen is a projection screen. 
42. The display system of claim 37, wherein the multiple 
displays are multiple projectors. 
43. The display system of claim 42, wherein the spatial 
filter is disposed between an imaging device of each of the 
multiple projectors and the projection screen. 
44. The display system of claim 37, wherein the spatial 
filter is an optical filter. 
45. The display system of claim 44, wherein the optical 
filter is a transmissive medium. 
46. The display system of claim 45, whcrcin thc trans- 
missive medium is a neutral density filtcr which acts uni- 
formly regardless of hue of the light. 
47. The display system of claim 45, wherein the trans- 
missive medium is an optical film. 
48. The display system of claim 37, wherein the measured 
luminance profile is determined by obtaining an electronic 
image pattern using an electronic camera and normalizing 
the electronic camera performance and removing the elec- 
tronic camera distortion to measure the luminance profile of 
each of the multiple displays. 
49. The display system of claim 48, wherein the distortion 
is a spatial distortion. 
50. The display system of claim 48, wherein the distortion 
is a color distortion. 
51. The display system of claim 48, wherein the measured 
luminance profiIe of each of the multiple displays is com- 
puted based on selecting from the group consisting of a 
projection distance, a digital image pattern of a set of 
iso-luminance images, an electronic camcra to screen 
distance, and a screen curvature. 
display image from multiple discrete images, comprising: 
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52. The display system of claim 37, wherein the computed 
desired luminance profile comprises using a minimum peak 
luminance occurring near an edge of each of the multiple 
displays as  the luminance across a whole region of each of 
the multiple displays for the desired luminance profile. 
53. The display system of claim 37, wherein the deter- 
mined spatial gradient profilc is bascd on Spatial Cradicnt 
Profile (x,y)=Desired luminance profile (x,y) [Operator] 
Measured Luminance Profile (x,y). 
54. Thc display system of claim 53, whcrcin the Operator 
is a division when thc spatial filter is disposcd in close 
proximity to an imaging device of a projector. 
55.  'The display system of claim 54, wherein the spatial 
filter is dispused next to the imaging device. 
56. The display system of claim 53, wherein the Operator 
is a convolution when the spatial filter is disposed substao- 
h l l y  away from the imaging device of a projector. 
57. The display system of claim 56, wherein Ihe spatial 
filter is disposed outside the projector. 
58.  The display system of claim 53, wherein the imaging 
device is a pmjection lens. 
59. 'The display system in claim 37, wherein the spatial 
filter comprises incorporating the spatial filter into a light 
integrator of each of the projectors. 
60. A method of producing a seamless tiled display image 
from multiple overlapping discrete images displayed by 
multiple displays, Comprising: 
using an clcctronic camera to obtain an clcctronic image 
pattern for each of the multiple displays; 
normalizing the elcctrooic camera parhrmance for each 
of the multiple displays; 
removing the electronic camera inherent distortion for 
each of the multiple displays to measure the luminance 
profile of cach of the multiple displays; 
computing a desired luminance profile of each of the 
multiple displays producing the seamless tiled display 
image; 
determining a spatial gradient profile of each of the 
multiple displays bascd on thc mcasured luminance 
profile and the computed desired luminance profile of 
each of the multiple displays, respectivcly, to modulate 
a light to produce a seamless tiled display image from 
the multiple displays; 
applying the determined spatial gradient profile to a 
spatial filter to be applied to each of the multiple 
displays, respectively, to produce a seamless tiled dis- 
play image from the multiple displays, wherein the 
spatial filter is an electronic shutter having a spatial 
gray shade capability; and 
disposing the spatial filter including the determined spa- 
tial gradient profile in an image formation path of each 
of the multiple displays to produce the seamles  tiled 
display image from the multiple displays. 
61. The method of claim 60, wherein the spatial filter is 
a modulator of light. 
62. T h e  method of claim 61, wherein the modulation of 
light is based on selecting from the group consisting of 
transmitting, reflecting, refracting, and polarization. 
63. Amethod of producing a seamless tiled display image 
from multiple displays, comprising: 
measuring a color profile of each of the multiple displays 
used in producing the seamless tiled display image; 
computing a desired color profile for each of the multiple 
displays producing the seamless tiled display image, 
wherein the desired color profile includes a fall-otf 
luminance profile, computed using a mathematical 
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function, for outside a center region of the seamless 
tiled display image for each display; and 
determining a spatial grddienl profile of each of the 
multiple displays based on the measured color profile 
and the computed desircd color profile of thc cach of 
the multiple displays, rcspcctivcly, to produce a seam- 
less tiled display image from the multiple displays. 
64. The method of claim 63, further includes applying the 
dctcrmincd spatial gradient profile to a spatial filter to be 
inserted into each of the multiple displays, respectively, to 
produce a seamless tiled display image from the multiple 
65. The melhod of claim 64, lurther includes disposing Ihe 
spatial filter anywhere in an image formation path o l  each of 
the multiple displays. 
66. A display system for producing a seamless tiled 
display image From multiple discrete images, comprising: 
multiple displays for displaying each of the multiple 
discrete images separately onto the display screen, the 
multiple displays displaying the multiple discrete 
images such that at least one of the multiple discrete 
images partially ovcrlaps with anothcr of the a t  least 
one multiple discrctc images; and 
a spatial filter, disposed in each of the multiple displays, 
to produce the seamless tiled display image from the 
multiple overlapping discrete images, wherein the spa- 
tial filter modulates a light based on a determined 
spatial gradient profile ol each of the multiple displays, 
wherein the determined spatial gradient profile is based 
on a measured luminance profile of each of the multiple 
displays and a computed desired luminance profile for 
each of the multiple displays, respectively, wherein the 
spatial filter is a transmissive medium, wherein the 
transmissive medium is a monochrome filter tuned for 
a specific color in the light. 
67. A display system for producing a seamless tiled 
multiple displays for displaying cach of the multiple 
discrctc images separately onto the display screcn, thc 
multiple displays displaying the multiple discrete 
imagcs such that al least one of the multiplc discrctc 
images partially overlaps with another of the at least 
one multiple discrete images; and 
a spatial filter, disposed in each of the multiple displays. 
to produce the seamless tiled display image from the 
multiple overlapping discrete images, wherein the spa- 
tial filter modulates a light based on a determined 
spatial gradient profile of each of the multiple displays, 
wherein the determined spatial gradient profile is based 
on a measured luminance profile of each of the multiple 
displays and a computed desired luminance profile for 
each of the multiple displays, respectively, wherein the 
spatial filter modulates the light to prevent stray light 
from coming from each of the projectors. 
68. A display systcm for producing a seamless tiled 
multiple displays Cor displaying each of the multiple 
discrete images separately onto the display screen, the 
multiple displays displaying the multiple discrete 
images such that at least one of the multiple discrete 
images partially overlaps with another of the al least 
one multiple discrete images; and 
displays. 
display image from multiple discrete images, comprising: 
display image from multiple discretc imagcs, comprising: 
a spatial filter, disposed in each of the multiple displays, 
to produce the seamless tiled display image from the 
multiple overlapping discrete imagcs, whcrcin the spa- 
tial filter modulates a light based on a determined 
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spatial gradient profile of each of the multiple displays, 
wherein the determined spatial gradient profile is based 
on a measured luminance profile of each of the multiple 
displays and a computed desired luminance profile for 
each of the multiple displays, respectively, and wherein 
the computed desired luminance comprises selecting a 
reference luminance from each of the multiple displays 
for a center region of the seamless tiled display image, 
and computing a fall-off luminance profile for outside 
the center region for each of the multiple displays using 
a mathematical function. 
69. ?he display system of claim 68, wherein the center 
region comprises a summation of light energy at display 
centers of each of the multiple displays. 
70. The display system of claim 68, wherein computing 
[he faU-off profile outside the center region is based on a 
mathematical function. 
71. The display system of claim 68, wherein the math- 
ematical function is selected from the group consisting of a 
sinusoidal function, a gaussian function, and a polynomial 
function. 
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72. The display system of claim 68, wherein the conipul- 
ing the fall-off profile outside the ccnter region is determined 
bY 
where, Ax is a horizontal distance to a left or right edge of 
the center region for left fall off, D, is a horizontal dimension 
of each tiled image, and Lx,nrin is a desired minimum 
luminance of the fall-off horizontally, and where Ay is a 
vertical distance to a right or left edge of the center region 
for right fall off, D, is a vertical dimension of each of the 
tiled image, and L,,,+, is a desired minimum luminance of 
the fall-off vertically. 
* * * * *  
